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Abstract. Electronicmultiple scattering in closepairs ofeffative atomssplits the d-resonance 
of the bare effective atom into a doublet of resonanceswith different axial symmetries. The 
modifications of the bare atomic sphere electronic density of states, due to the first two 
neighbourshells, areanalysedin termsofthisd-resonance splitting. Employingpureamorph. 
ousFe asamodel weshow that the radialdistribution ofveeryclose neighboursis the dominant 
structure property at the upper d-band edge. Long-range multiple scattering blurs both the 
lower d-band edge and the lower component of the resonance doublet. Neighbours in the 
dip of the second pair correlation shell are found to occupy energetically disadvantageous 
positions which should give rise to corresponding contributions to the effective interatomic 
force due to the d-resonance splitting. 

1. Introduction 

Two questions relating to amorphous metals are considered in depth: (i) What influence 
has the residual short-range order on the electronic density of states? (ii) How can 
amorphous structures be described, and which effective interatomic forces provide 
realisticmodelsuponsimulatedquenching?The present papercoocentrateson Fe atoms 
in Fe-rich amorphous phases, employing a model of non-magnetic pure amorphous Fe. 
It will beshown that electronicmultiple scatteringin apairof effective Fe atoms provides 
links betweenthe electronic density of stateson the one hand and the real-space structure 
on the other. 

Our material modelling is straightfonvard: structure models are obtained employing 
molecular dynamics and the Metropolis Monte Carlo method, both with Morse-type 
effective atom-atom interaction. The local electronic density of states (LDOS) is cal- 
culated by means of a non-self-consistent muffin-tin (MT) scattered-wave concept. It 
starts &om extended electron states and is thus complementary to predominant 
approaches that are based on the atomic orbitals (e.g. the recursion method, Haydock 
etaZ1972,1975). Despite being less qualified for rapid computational implementation, 
such attempts can be considered as real in the physical sense, because they deal with 
effective a t o m  in the superposition potential (Mattbeiss 1964). Hence, from the very 
beginning, contributions beyond the two-centre terms are included. Obviously, the d- 
resonance of the MT scatterers of transition metals is a consequence of this approach. 

One question which belongs to the first research topic mentioned above is that of the 
number of peaks in the LDOS of Fe-rich amorphous phases. Photoemission spectra of 
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thin polycrystalline Bcc-Fe films show a main peak slightly below the Fermi energy and 
a second weak feature at more than 2 eV binding energy (Pessa er a1 1976, Paul and 
Neddermeyer 1985, Ley et a1 1977), in agreement with theoretical results (Singh er a1 
1975). In the photoemission data from amorphous phases with about 80at.% Fe 

With respect to the appearance ofa second peak, theoretical results are ambiguous. 
A trend towards a split d-band is found in recursion calculations upon including the Fe 
4p atomic orbitals in addition to the 3d and 4s orbitals (Varga and Krempasky 1989, 
Varga 1990, Krajfi and Mrafko 1988). Fujiwara (1984) in a self-consistent linear MT 
orbital method, obtained a pronounced lower peak. This peak was not extinguished by 
the achieved degree of local self-consistency. Its reduction to the level observed in 
experiments is a matter of sd-hybridization and requires long-range multiple scattering 
(MS) of s-waves to be taken into account (H-NFE-TEI approach for crystalline transition 
metals, Ziman 1965, Heine 1967). We will show that MS in a pair of effective Fe atoms 
explains both the formation of a resonance doublet and the preferential decay of its 
lower component. 

Established diffraction methods show the second pair correlation shell (SPCS) of 
amorphous metals typically split into two subshells (Nold eta1 1981, Ichikawa 1973). It 
is a goal of the second research topic mentioned above to obtain this splitting by 
modelling the atomic dynamicswhichoccurduringthe productionof the material. There 
are ako successful attempts reviewed by Cargill (1975) to construct static structure 
models where geometric construction principles (Bennett 1972) replace the forces really 
acting. Thus, repulsive forces between atoms in contact are considered by the hard- 
sphere model. 

A second principle comprises prescriptions which achieve a space-filling addition'of 
new atoms starting from a seed. Thus, they have similar consequences as attractive 
forces between atoms which are not in contact. It turns out (Cargill 1975) that distinct 
splittings of the SPCS occur for particularly dense-packed clusters (Ichikawa 1973, Sadoc 
et a1 1973). Such clusters must be carefully prepared with respect to the second con- 
struction principle. We conclude that the splittingis facilitated by attractive forces which 
urge the atoms of the inner side of the SPCS to occupy free hollow-sites on the outer side 
of the first pair correlation shell ( m s ) .  In the pair correlation function, however, from 
these dynamics, a distinct splitting can arise only if the atoms of the first shell behave 
like a sufficiently flat ground, i.e. coordination close to twelve with almost identical 
distances from the central atom. Obviously, the " m o n  quenching techniques (Hilsch 
1960, Jones 1973) promote the local relaxation towards such compact configurations of 
13 atoms. Thus, high contents of nearly icosahedral first-neighbour shells were obtained 
by the simulation of supercooled liquids (Steinhardt et a1 1983) and simple-metal glasses 
(Hafner 1988). The binding energy of small Fe clusters (Harris and McMaster 1986) 
indicates Fcc-like arrangements to be also probable results of the local relaxation. 
Surface contributions, however, act in a less predictable way. 

Most computer simulations of amorphous transition metals employ effective 
interatomic potentials which are steeply truncated between the first two neighbour 
shells and thus facilitate the second construction principle (truncated Morse potentials, 
Fujiwara and Ishii 1980). We focus here on the possible contributions to the effective 
interatomic potential, which are due to the effective atom d-resonance splitting. This is 
beyond present concepts (Hausleitner er a1 1991). It will tum out that electronic MS in a 
pair of effective Fe atoms supports theguess for attractive forces to act also in the dip of 
the spes. This concept will be tested in our structure modelling upon truncating the 
Morse potential just between the two subpeaks of the SPCS. 

H Solbrig and M Schuberr 

however, the lower peak can hardly be found (Paul and Neddermeyer 1985). . .  , 
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The paper is organized as follows: The employed MT scattered-wave approach is 
outlined in section 2. Results of the structure simulation are presented in section 3. In 
section 4 we develop the concept of resonance splitting which is then applied in section 
5 to the splitting of the s p a .  Finally, section 6 deals with the influence which the radial 
distribution of neighbours has on the LDOS. 

2. Electronic density of states 

The real-space representation of the Green function (OF) is the starting point for the 
calculationofthe mos. Commonly, Msapproaches to theGFarederivedfrom the formal 
scattering theory (Gonis et a1 1989) where the scattering-path operator (SPO), z,L.soL. 
(Gyorffy and Stott 1971), is the most important concept. 

Includingallscatteringpaths, this two-site matrix transforms the incident-field ampli- 
tudes of a first atomic scattering event at the site R,., into the outgoing-field amplitudes 
of a final atomic scattering event at the site R,. For the calculation of the LDOS of an 
atomicsphere, however, only the site-diagonalGFisneeded. In the following, weoutline 
an approach to the LDOS (Solbrig 1987) that is strictly confined to one-site arguments. 
Rather than a formal scattering theory, the view of electron diffraction is a guideline. 

2.1. Multiple scattering in muffin-tin systems 

Consider an electron of energy E = kz in a liquid or amorphous metal. We adopt an MT 
model where the effective atoms are described by non-overlapping spherical scatterers 
in the vacuum. Hence, eigenfunctions of the angular momentum L = (l, m) are suitable 
basis sets (see the appendix). In a spherical vacuum shell around the MT at U,, the 
electron wave function can be decomposed into regular vacuum waves jL(r) ('incident 
fields', amplitudes QsL) and singular outgoing vacuum waves h f ' ( r )  ('scattered fields', 
amplitudes iwsl QXL, hi = exp(i&) sin &/k partial scattering amplitudes, &/(E) partial 
scattering phase shifts). The incident field amplitude Q3;- consists of scattered fields 
emerging from the other atoms at R,. and a possible contribution OFL ('primary field') 
of a particle source. This is the physical content of the basic equations of MS, 

Q ~ L  = @L + E c ~ L . ~ . L * Q ~ . L ~ .  (1) 

C s ~ , s , ~ *  = G s ~ , * + r  ikf,,, (2 )  

S'L' 

The scattering-propagation matrix, 

describes scattering at the site R,. followed by vacuum-wave propagation to the site R, 
where 

GsL,r ,~* (1 - fiss,) E h g ' ( R , * ) V G  I dQ Y,YiYtr (3) 
i 

are the structure constants (Rs* = R, - R,., YL  spherical harmonics, see the appendix). 
The formal MS theory employs the single-site transition matrix fsL.L.s~Lp = -f&GLLo in 
connectionwithstructure constants GrL,spL~ = -ikGsL,s,L'whichdoes not alter the matrix 

In the following, we adopt a compact notation in the linear vector space spread by 
the atomic scattering channels IsL). Upon defining vectors, 

C ( 2 ) .  

IQp)=EmFLlsL)  (4) 
SL 

I@) = E @SL I S L )  

IQ)  = I @ P )  + Cl@) 

SL 

we find for the basic equations (1) 
( 1 4  
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where 
[ @ ) = ( I -  c ) - ' I @ p )  (5 )  

is the formal solution of (la). Note that, except for the final scattering, (5) performs just 
the transition which was ascribed above to the SPO. With [@P)  = Is'L') we obtain 
the SPO upon adding this final scattering: t,L,rsLe =ikf&Ll(l- C)-'Is'L'). But for 
comparison with the SPO t as employed by Gonis et al(1989). a factor'-% has to be 
joined with thesingular outgoing vacuum waves. This providesin agreement with Gonis 
etal(1989) 

ZSL.*'L' = -fsf(sLI(I- c)-'Is'L') = [ ( t - '  - G)-']s'.s.L'. (6) 
Rather than the whole vector I@), solving physical problems requires only pro- 

jections (@'[@) on certain final vectors I Q f ) .  Common diffraction problems are thus 
specified by plane waves for both I Q i )  and IW). It turns out that the LDOS involves a 
diffraction problem where the considered atomic sphere plays a three-fold part: emitter 
of the primary field, part of the scatterer ensemble, and detector of the back-scattered 
field. 

2.2. Greenfunction and local electronic densify of states 

The LDOS of the atomic sphere at R, (ASS) can be calculated from the ouigoing wave GF 
according to - -  

L 
D,(E)=  --J d3rImG:(t,r,E). 

Jr Ass 

Upon generalizing the bare-m GF to include the actual environment of the ASS one 
obtains . .  

where the basic solutions of the MT potential, JsL and HTL, are defined in the appendix. 
This generalization comprises all regular waves JsL, TScL in the ASS which arise from 
inward back-scattering of an outgoing singular wave H,'L of unit amplitude. The T,,,, 
are thus the elements of the MT-wave reflection matrix which characterizes the environ- 
ment of the ASS. 

The TrLoL define reflection processes in terms of mwaves which can be reformulated 
in terms of vacuum waves, j L  and hp): in a vacuum shell around the MT at R, we have 
H:L = exp(id,,)hf) (see the appendix). Hence, the emission of an MT wave H$ with 
unit amplitude produces a primary field lap) = exp(iS,)ClsL)/ikfsf which acts on all the 
other atoms. After MS, I@) = (I - C,,'ClsL) exp(iS,,)/ikf, (5) will be the vector of the 
incident field. The step back to amplitudes of MT waves, JrL, is performed by means of 
the representation JsL = exp(-i6,,)(jL + ikf,hy') in a vacuum shell round the MT at R, 
(see the appendix). One obtains TrL'L = exp(i6,,,)(sL'I@). Hence, the MT-wave reflec- 
tion matrix is derived from MS of vacuum waves by the formula 

T*L,L = exp(iSsft)(sL'~(Z - C)-'ClsL) exp(i6J/ikf,,. 

-ik TrKL = exp(i6,p)[t-'(f - t)t-']sL',sL exp(i6,f) 

(9) 

(10) 

For comparison with Gonis eta1 (1989) we introduce the SPO z (6). The result, 

shows that the SPO comprises the scattering by the ASS itself which must be removed 
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afterwards. With respect to the basis functions employed in the GF (S), the m-wave 
reflection matrix TrL,L characterizes the environment more directly than the spo. Our 
basis set is chosen so as to provide the intended representation (11) of the mos. The 
choice taken by Gonis efal(l989) makes the sm the preferable information quantity. 
Upon integrating the mos (7) with (8) one obtains the angular momentum 

decomposition of the LDOS, 

Here, the partial LDOS of the embedded ASS, Dd, is derived from that of the bare ASS, 
D i ( E )  (see the appendix), and the environment correction, Re X m  TSLJ(21 + 1 ) .  In a 
certain sense, the ASS performs, employing its own eigenfunctions, an angular momen- 
tum sensitive structure analysis of its environment: m waves are emitted with L = 
( I ,  -0,. . . , ( I ,  0,andtheL-diagonalback-scatteMgisreceivedfromtheenvironment. 
Equation (9) tells us what this looks like in terms of vacuum waves where the ASS itself 
is a perturbation of the homogeneous space and thus participates in the MS. 

The LDOS (11) is derived by (9) from all scattering-path cycles which start and 
terminate at the channel (SI,). 

According to ( l l ) ,  cycles with arg T r L  = 0 (x) set a trend towards increasing (decreas- 
ing)partialmos.Theywillbereferred toasconstructive(destructive)cycles. Indifferent 
cycles ( 1  arg TsE I 3 x/2) have no intluence on the LDOS. 

2.3. Numerical implementation 

?he calculation of TsLL (9) can be seen in the context of ( la ) :  solve for ( I  - C )  I @) = 
ClsL)/ikf, and then take exp(ii6,,)(+dI@). This makes Gaussian elimination highly 
suitable. Because, if the channel IsL) is arranged as to be the last one in the sequence, 
the elimination procedure can be confined to a triangle matrix. It is the advantage of this 
numerical technique that many MS problems, each with its own vector 1 W) in ( la ) ,  can 
be solved simultaneously without mixing them. Then, the processing of the matrix 
( I  - C)  is extended beyond the triangle state. This is particularly valuable if the LDOS 
per atom is aimed at. 

On the other hand, our task can be seen in the context of the recursion method for 
calculating matrix elements of the Green function (Haydock et a1 1972, 1975). In the 
standard case where the Hamiltonian is Hermitian a one-sided recursion provides the 
diagonal elements. Two-sided recursion schemes are needed, however, if the Ham- 
iltonian is non-Hermitian (Haydock and Kelly 1975) and for non-diagonal elements 
(Nex 1978, Ballentine and KolAf 1986). As demonstrated by Solbrig (1987), the two- 
sided recursion method for diagonal elements (Haydock and Kelly 1975) can be applied 
to the present MS problem. Hence, simple analysis based on the three-diagonal rep- 
resentation of C (2) provides the continuous fraction 

- 1  (13)  
1 

(SL 1 ( I  - C)  -1ClsL) = 
CO1 Cl0 1 - C m -  

C12CZL 
1 - ca - .  . . 1 - c,1 - 

where = (U”* I CI U,) describes the transition from the incident field distribution 
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IuJ to the neighbouring I un+ ,) by scattering. MS is thus interpreted as including step by 
step the more and more remote elements I U,) of a hierarchy of incident-field ‘patterns’. 

With one exception, all subsequent calculations are performed by means of the 
Gaussian elimination. Scattering recursion is the method of choice only if information 
from certain levels of the recursion process is required. This will be noticed explicitly. 

H SoIbrig and M Schubert 

3. Structure models 

This paper deals with structure modelling for two reasons: (i) we intend to demonstrate 
that a distinct splitting of the SPCS is maintained against thermal fluctuations at 300K 
even if the enhanced interatomic attraction is located in the dip of the SPCs; (ii) for the 
calculation of the LDOS we need a cluster which represents structure in the thermal 
equilibrium. 

3.1. Simulation of the thermal equilibrium 

As shown by Milstein (1973), a Morse-type atom-atom interaction can well account for 
the elastic properties of cubic metals. Fujiwara and Ishii (1980) describe amorphous Fe- 
P phases upon terminating the Morse potential at the minimum r,, and then replacing it 
by a smooth truncation function up to 1.4 ro. Hence, the attractive branch of the force 
is strengthened, but at the same time it is confined to neighbours which belong to the 
inner side of the s p a .  These are just the kind of forces which support a space-filling 
ooordination of atoms (cf the second construction principle, and the introduction). A 
steep potential rise between the first two-neighbour shells is also obtained by first- 
principle calculations (amorphous simple metals, pseudo-potential approach, Hafner 
andJaswal1988;liquidtransitionmetals,H-NFE-~~,Hauseleitnereta/1991). But,rather 
than a cut-off, first-principle potentialsexhibit at least a weak medium-range oscillation 
which is important with respect to the stability of amorphous metals (Haussler 1991). Li 
and Cowlam (1990) derive strongly oscillatingpotentials from measured partialstructure 
factors of Fe&,,. 

We conclude that, within the limits set by the present poor characterization of 
amorphous structures, several effective interatomic potentials provide satisfactory 
results. With respect toMorse-derivedpotentials, we will show that the truncation range 
can be moved to larger distances. Instead of r,,+ 1.4 ro as employed by Fujiwara and 
Ishii (1980) we take 1.60 ro+ 1.87 ro. Additional attractive forces are thus located just 
in the dip of the s p a .  In section 5 we will show that good reasons can be given for an 
extended attractive range. Our effective potential reads as 

(14a) V(r) = D[exp(-2a(r/ro - 1)) - 2 exp(-a(r/ro - l))]li(r/ro) 

where 

1 r < rt 

W/d = exp(-a(r - rl)/rO) for r, S r s re U4b) lo  l r c < r  

is the truncation function. The following parameters are adopted: 256 atoms with 
periodic boundary conditions, density 0.012 165 (Fujiwara 1979) which cor- 
responds to7.61 g m ~ - ~ ,  temperature300 K, D = 0.03749 au (Fujiwara and Ishii 1980), 
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Figure 1. (a) Pair correlation function g(r) sampled 
from 50 instantaneousconfigurations of the 256-atom 
cluster along an equilibrium trajectory; full m e -  
molecular dynamics, broken curve-Monte Carlo; 
lowest b a w e q u e n c e  of neighbours in a typical 
member of the grouplays (theclusterrcocL). Other 
bars indicate the observed peak positionsof a-Fe 
(Ichikawa 1973) and the neighbours in Bcc-Fe. ( b )  
Contour maps of the one-neighbour environment 
correction T2 (19); full lines-arg T2; broken lines- 
IT2]; res-energy of the atomic d-resonance. Elec- 
tronic d-states are piled up (removed) for arg T2 0 
(4. 

a = 4, ro = 5.05 au (Krajti 1987), a = 12.5 and r, = 8.10 au as well as r, = 9.45 au close 
to the observed peak positions (Ichikawa 1973). 

Starting from a distribution of hard spheres at 6000 K, equilibrium trajectories were 
generated for 300 K by means of molecular dynamics (microcanonical ensemble, Verlet 
algorithm (Verlet 1967), time step 2 x 10-14s) and by the Metropolis Monte Carlo 
method. Upon averaging over 50 instantaneous configurations along an equilibrium 
trajectory, weobtain pair correlation functions with adistinct splittingof thespcs (figure 
l (a) ) .  Apart from minor deviations, the subpeaks in figure l (a)  have the positions as 
reported by Ichikawa (1973) for thin amorphous Fe films which are deposited at the 
temperature of liquid He. The splitting must be due to the additional inward-pointing 
forces in the dip of the spcs, which are introduced by the truncation (146). For proof we 
have replaced the truncation function by a cut-off at 12 au which subjects all second 
neighbours to the bare Morse potential. Then, no splitting is obtained on the average 
along equilibrium trajectories at 300 K. 

3.2. The structure of the nearest-neighbour shell 

We take one instantaneous configuration of the 256 atoms, which has a distribution of 
the pair distances close to the average along the equilibrium trajectory. Each atom is 
characterized with respect to the arrangement of its first twelve neighbours. The radial 
distributionisdescribed by the averagedistance, r712), and by themeansquare deviation 
of the distances, rd12) .  Figure 2(a) shows the 256 atoms in the F-  Arplane. Besides a 
majority of less peculiar systems there are very compact shells (ICSYS). It turns out that 
all members of the group I ~ Y S  have nearly icosahedral structures. As shown in figure 
l ( a )  and recently reported by Watanabe and Tsumuraya (1990), in particular around 
almost icosahedral 13-atom clusters, the population at distances which belong to the dip 
of the s p a  is drastically reduced. Such findings confirm the guess that compact first 
neighbour shells with a small z ( 1 2 )  facilitate the appearance of a distinct splitting. 

The angular arrangement of the first twelve neighbours can be characterized by the 
66 bond angles. Figure 2(b) shows the average bond-angle distribution of the 256 atoms. 
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0.6 I- . I  
I 
I 

0 -  I 
I J 

51 49 4,7 

t g 

a 
bard anplc -.- X12) tau3 

Fi-2. (o)Radialdistriiutionofthefusthvelveneighboursin the7.56-atomduster;i(lZ) 
is the average distance; Wl2) is the mean square deviation-of disiances;broken lines- 
ensemble averages, open circles-nearly icosahedral 13-atomclusten(the group ICSYS); (6) 
Distribution of the bond angles 8 to the twelve first neighbours in the 256-atom cluster; full 
curve--enxmbIe average; fullcircles-average of the group ICSYS; Ic-icosahedron; ET- 
two adjoining tetrahedra; stressed bond-angle ranges-P6(cos 8)  positive. 

Peaksat W a n d  109"accompaniedby abroadmaximumaround 150"indicateadominant 
tetrahedral packing. No peaks are found at 90" and 120" which proves that Fcc-like local 
coordination can only rarely contribute. The partial average of the group ICSYS has peaks 
close to the bond angles of the exact icosahedron (63.5". 116.5", 180"). Roughly, the 
bond-angle distribution is similar to that which was reported for quench condensed Ca- 
Mg systems by Hafner (1988). 

3.3. Localstrucrure in the LDOS 

The representation (11) is designed to be a suitable starting point for answering the 
question about the local structure properties which really enter the LDOS. According 
to (12), the environment correction, Re Zm TsLL/(2I + I) ,  can he decomposed into 
scattering paths which enter and leave the environment through atomic scattering 
channels Is'L') and (s"L"), respectively. We confine our discussion to one-component 
systems (fsL =h, 6 ,  = 6,).  Thus, (9) and (2) provide 

Here, Ks'Ln,r,L+ contains all intermediate scattering and propagation. AS in the con- 
ventional diffraction theory, only in the single-scattering approximation to (15) is the 
iduence of the atomic arrangement strictly separated from the atomic scattering. With 
K,nLm,rsLa+ ikf,&,dpL. in (15) one arrives at 
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are the localstructure parametersto be found (R,.,interatomicdistance,Kaverage atom 
number density). They contain only the radial distribution of neighbours which must, 
thus, be the dominant structure property at the band edges where the atomic scattering 
is not strong. Note that the ensemble averages of the S, (17) are integral transforms of 
the pair correlation function g(r) which include higher spherical Hankel functions. In 
contrast, common diffraction experiments provide only the structure factor which is the 
jo  transform of g(r). Hence, the LDOS is a much more sensitive probe of the local radial 
distribution of neighbours. With respect to the first twelve neighbours, however, the 
classification of the 256 atoms by the S, (17) is equivalent to that by r712) and G(12) as 
employed in figure 2(a). 

Bond angles are accounted for in (15) in the lowest order by the double-scatter- 
ing contribution. It is obtained by Kr"~. . s*~* + ikfid3s~L*,s~Lt ikfi. and provides 

XmmPm. GsL.s.L"Gs"L",r'L,GI,L',sL as the structure-dependent quantities. In the follow- 
ing, (s"L") and (s'L') will be restricted tos-scattering by the twelve nearest neighbours. 
Moreover, we disregard them for different distances from the central atom at R,. On 
such conditions, we have 

as the most simple bond-angle dependent quantities involved (P,Legendre polynomial, 
Rsos bond directions, b(8) bond-angle distribution function). Steinhardt et a1 (1983) 
employ Qsl(lZ) = [(1+ llPs~(lZ))/12]'~' for a 'cluster shape spectroscopy'in models of 
liquidsand glasses. Theyshowthatnearlyicosahedral first-neighbour shells are indicated 
by large values of Qd(l2). As foUows from figure 2(b), the members of the group ICSYS 
occupy just the bond-angle ranges where Ps is positive, which explains the specific 
behaviour of Q,(12) and P,(12). Upon inspecting the 256 local 13-atom clusters, we 
find that there isno statistical correlation betweeni(l2) and P@) of acluster,except for 
1 = 6 wheresmaUF(l2) joinonly withlarge P,(12), because theicosahedralcoordination 
provides the most compact arrangement of 13 atoms. 

4. Resonance splitling 

For treating local-environment effects in the LDOS we use the frozen 256-atom equi- 
librium conliguration which was characterized in section 3. Only the first 16 neighbours 
(slightly more than the first correlation shell) will be included in the calculation of the 
LDOS for each atom. Hence, results of this study are not qualified for quantitative 
comparison with photoemission spectra. A fixed number of neighbours is taken 
rather than all neighbours up to a fixed distance. This avoids a sharp cut-off of the 
environment. By the choice of 16 neighbours, any accentuation of cubical contributions 
(Fcc-18, BCC-14) is excluded in this study. The scattering phase shifts are calculated from 
Herman-Skillman atomic wave functions using a local exchange-correlation potential 
with (Y =3 and BCC-Fe as a reference structure. 

4.1. The influence of the first-neighbour shell 
We &date the LDOS for the 256 local 17-atom clusters. Then, the total electronic 
density of states per atom is obtained upon taking the ensemble average. As shown in 
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4 5 6 t e r  1 %  8 
E Cevl 

Figure 3. Total electronic density of states of an 
atomic sphere (model a-Fe); dotted curve-bare 
atomicsphere;bld fullcurve-ensemble averageof 
the17-atomclusters(EF: Fennienergy);fuUcurve- 
average of the group icsys; broken 
cluster (19 atoms, distances of the first twelve neigh- 
burs from the central atom equal to the ensemble 
average of the 256atom cluster); res-atomic d-res- 
onance. 

figure 3, the singlepeaked prolile of the bare AS is split into a doublet which is well 
known from 8cc-like coordination (Fujiwara 1984). We emphasize: 

(i) the splitting consists of a distinct removal of states from the vicinity of the atomic 
d-resonance due to MS with neighbours in the FPCS; 

(ii) bondangleshaveanimportantinfluence.Notethat theremovalofstatesbecomes 
less efficient if there is a considerable content of 90" bonds to near neighbours as in the 
case of FCC-like coordination, figure 3. Bond angles close to 60" and 109", however, 
produce distinct splittiogs (tetrahedral or icosahedral coordinations, figures 2(b), 3). 

(ii) We will show that the trend for band splitting is due to d-resonance splitting by 
electronic MS between the effective atom considered and the single close neighbours 

'ofit. 

4.2. LDOS modification due to one-neighbour cycles 
Again, we employ the decomposition concept (12) and calculate a partial environment 
correction for d-states in (11) omitting all cycles but those with a certain neighbour 
(index n)  which is placed on the polar axis. Hence, no transitions in the polar projection 
m of the angular momentum can occur. The matrix C,,C, B of the scattering-path 
cycle s-n-s is block-diagonal (diagonal blocks B ,  with B ,  and B-, degenerate). With 
(9) and (2) we obtain this partial environment correction due to cycles with only one 
neighbour as the real part of the complex quantity 

FFgurr 4. Contour maps of the eigenvalues B;. of the 
diagonal blocksB,(l9); [ullcurvcs--arg&, broken 
curves+,[, res-atomic d-resonance; (a) m = 0, 
(b )  Iml = 1. The dip of the second pair correlation 
shell is indicated by broken lines. Comparison with 
figure 2(b) shows that new d-states arise from MS 
resonances of certain axial symmetry. 
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It is interesting to see, for our effective Fe atoms, how T2 behaves in the energy range 
of the valence states for pair distances up to next-nearest neighbours. Figure l(b) shows 
contour maps of I T21 and arg T2 based on a given net of distances and energies. Upon 
applying the statement at the end of section 2.2 we conclude: MS with neighbours in the 
FPCS removeselectronicd-statesatenergiesclosetotheatomicd-resonance (arg T2 = H, 
figure l(b)). About 1 eV below and above, however, d-states are piled up (arg T2 = 0), 
in particular with neighbours on the core side of the Fpcs, due to large values of I Tzl. 
Hence, the atomic d-resonance splits into two components. 

According to (19), MS effects in Tz can be attributed to eigenvalues pm of certain 
diagonal blocks B,. It turns out that, at best, one eigenvalue in each diagonal block has 
(1 - &)-I large enough to make essential contributions to T2, i.e. arg& close to 0 
together with IS,l not much less in comparison to 1. As shown in figure 4(a), for this 
active eigenvalue Po, the condition argp,, = 0 is fulfilled just in the energy-distance 
region where, in figure l(b), the emergence of the bonding doublet component is 
indicated by arg Tz = 0. In the same region, there is rather destructive interference in 
diagonalb1ockswith)mI = 1 asfollowsfromargpIcloseton (figure4(b)).The bonding 
component of the doublet is thus generated by an MS resonance in a pair of effective 
atoms, where m = 0 is the axial projection of the angular momentum. This gives rise to 
(let us call it) the u-resonance. Similar arguments apply to the antibonding doublet 
component andp, (figures 4(b), l(b)). Hence, it will be referred to as the n-resonances 
(Iml = 1). There are less important effects in p2 at smaller interatomic distances which 
do not occur in the structure model. 

4.3. Coupling of adjoining pair effects 
According to (12) and (9), the individual pair processes between a central atom and its 
neighbours are linked by cycles which include at least two neighbours. The axial sym- 
metry that givesrise toseparate U- andn-resonancesin apairof effective atomsisbroken 
with the consequence that U- and n-resonances of all adjoining pairs are mixed. For 
simplicity we confine the discussion (i) to links at the central atom itself and (ii) to 
neighbours which belong to the FPCS. On such conditions, only the u-ucoupling and the 
n-n coupling can be efficient. Because, as follows from figure 4, at most, one of both 
pairresonancesistunedto constructiveinterferencewhich makes u-ncouplinggenerally 
inefficient. 

Due totheisotropy, thes-scatteringat the centralatomisveryimportaot with respect 
to the coupling of adjoining pair resonances. However, s-scattering participates only in 
u-resonances (m = 0) which are destined for structure-induced modification or even 
decay. 

Two separate peaks are seen in the total density of states per atom in figure 3 where 
linked pair effects with 16 neighbours are included. It can be guessed that the pair- 
like resonance splitting is preserved despite the coupling. In that case, the bonding 
(antibonding) peak should be due to the u-@-)resonances of the adjoining pairs. For a 
decision, we calculate the d-Loos for a typical member (ICOCL) of the group ICSYS, first 
including s-scatte6ng and then without it (figure 5).  Only the bonding peak is modified 
upon omitting the s-scattering which has almost the same strength throughout the d- 
band. Weconcludethat o-resonancesdo not contribute to theantibondingpeak in figure 
3. This peak is really due to mresonances (Iml = 1) in adjoining atom pairs. A similar 
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I 

Fi- 5. The antibonding peak of d-states is not 
inkluenced by a-resonances as demonstrated for the 
I- (20 neighbours considered); full awe-- 
including bo. 6 ,  and 62; chain m e - i n c l u d i n g  6, 
and 6%; broken curveincluding do and 6,. 

direct test with respect to the bonding peak and u-resonances is not available. However, 
as pointedout above, &coupling isless efficient. Note, in addition, that the very weak 
p-scattering can be omitted without consequences (figure 57. 

Are there really two peaks in the LDOS of amorphous Fe? In view of figure 3 we ask 
for possible peak extinctions upon including more than 16 neighbours in each local 
cluster. The following items seem to be essential. 

(i) 25% of the 256 local d-bands exhibit additional structure in the bonding peak but 
none in the antibonding one. This confirms the structure sensitivity of the a-resonances. 

(U) Trends to be seen in the d-Dos of the ICOCL upon extending the included 
environment help to estimate if the bonding peak can survive in amorphous Fe with a 
high content of dense centres. 

Figure 6 shows the d-mos with agrowing number of neighboursconsidered ((six on 
the core side of the FPCS, 12 complete the almost icosahedral shell, 30 (59) include the 
first (second) subpeak of the s p a ) .  The bonding peak appears most pronounced at 
twelve neighbours. Then, coupling to the SPCS, makes it decrease in favour of the 
monotonousIy rising antibonding peak. This is supported by intervening curves which 

We conclude that mainly the bonding peak (coupled u-resonances) is destroyed by 
long-range MS. This goes down to a sequence of narrow lances in Bcc-Fe (Singh et a1 
1975) or to a weak shoulder in liquid and amorphous phases. The bonding peak is 
generated by local effects; its extinction, however, requires MS of s-waves to be con- 
sidered well beyond the s m .  The main peak of UPS spectra (Pessa et a1 1976, Paul and 

Figure6 The d-DOS of theicoc~.with0,6,12,30,59 
neighbours considered. The bounding peak appears 
most pronounced with Welve neighbours. u - r s  
onanceS tend to decay upon coupling. 

'are not displayed. Note that no hint of saturation is found upon completing the SPCS. 
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Neddermeyer 1985) results from moderately interacting~-resonances. Thus, resonance 
splitting by intra-pair MS and inter-pair coupling of u-resonances are essential for the 
Structure-rDos connection in a non-crystalline transition metal. 

5. Towards the splitling of the secs 

The splitting of the spcs reflects certain geometric arrangements of next-nearest neigh- 
bours which predominate statistically against thermal fluctuations owing to enhanced 
attractiveinteratomicforces. We have demonstratedinsection3 that additionalinward- 
pointing forces, even in the dip of the spcs, produce a distinct and realistic splitting. 
Here, we will discuss if MS in a pair of effective Fe atoms can explain attractive forces 
beyond 1.4 r,. 

In the following discussion, we take the energy in the vicinity of the atomic d- 
resonance. In figure l(b), for neighbours in the dip (the sobpeaks) of the spcs, we find 
arg Tz = n(0). This indicates that a decrease (an increase) of the d-Loos at the central 
atom will arise from MS with such partners. Hence, upon splitting the spa,  d-states can 
be generated close to the atomic d-resonance and thus below the Fermi energy (figure 
3). This may reduce the electronic contribution to the total energy and will be realized 
in that case. Due to increasing I T21 at decreasing interatomic distance (figure l(b)), it is 
more efficient to populate the first subpeak than the second one. From figure 4 it follows 
that n-(u-)resonances are excited along the bonds to neighbours in the first (second) 
subpeak of the spcs. For neighbours in the dip, however, (&)-passages of argj3, and 
arg j3,indicateindifferentinterference statesofboth resonances. The Jahn-Teller effect 
of molecules and solids (see Sturge 1967) shows how complex systems respond to 
hstrating competition of electronic states with different symmetries: the ions are moved 
into positions where the system is more tightly bound without electronic degeneracy. In 
the presentcase, the U-nfrustrationcan be removed byforceswhichpushtheneighbours 
in the dip towards one of the subpeaks of the SPCS where one of both resonances is tuned 
to constructive interference. Around each Fe atom, between the subpeaks of the sm, 
thereshouldbeanenergeticdrawbackforotherFeatomstobelocatedthere.Even~cc- 
Fe has no neighbour shell right in the dip region (figure l (a)) .  

Very recently, H-NFETB results were reported for the effective interatomic potential 
of liquid Fe (Haudeitner et a1 1991). At distances which belong to the SPCS, a weak 
potential peak is generated by the simple-metal contribution. We show that d-electrons, 
owing to the effective-atom d-resonance splitting, may also act in this way. 

6. Local electronic density of states and the radial distribution of neighbours 

It has been previously emphasized that the LDOS of liquid and amorphous metals largely 
depends on the radial distribution of neighbours (Khanna and Cyrot-Lackmann 1980, 
Cyrot-Lackmann 1984). Several papers have dealt with the electronic consequences of 
passing over from the liquid to the amorphous state (Fujiwara 1979, Khmna and Cyrot- 
Lackmann 1980, Krajti 1987). Unfortunately, the approach employed in the LDOS has 
a greater influence on the results. 

As pointedout insection4, the doubletofd-statesismainlyduetoMswithneighbours 
in the FPCS. Close to the atomic d-resonance, there are states which are derived from MS 
with neighbours in the SPCS (section 5). The edges of the d-Loos lie about 2 eV below 
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Fipre 7. The d - m s  of the lcocL (20 neighbours 
considered) calculated by the scattering-rsursion 
method upon terminating the continued fraction (13) 
after 2.4,s. 6, 8.10 +on steps; GE-Gaussian 
elimination. At thed-bandedgesdominate scattering 
pathswithmanyrehuns to thecentralatom which are 
considered by a few recursion steps. 

7 

46 47 48 49 
t J  I l l  I l l  I U 
45 

?(6) Cad 

FigureS. Bnergypositionsoftheupper (top)andthe 
lower (bottom) 15-stater Ryd-' levelsofthe 256104 
d-bands plotted versus the average distance of the 
first six neighbours, i(6). For mmparison, awes of 
constantag T2(dfigureI(b)). minveryclosepairs 
dominates at the d-band edges. 

(above) the atomic d-resonance where the u-(n-)resonances with first neighbours are 
weakly excited. In order to produce a net effect, they have to be coupled most con- 
structively, which is accomplished with links at the central atom itself. Such scattering 
paths are fully included after two recursion steps of the scattering recursion method 
(section 2). On this level of the continued fraction (13), all possible arrangements of 
elementary loops (sLIC"lsL) are included up t o n  = 4. Hence, the positions of the d- 
band edges should be obtained ahnost accurately. This is proved for the ICOCL in figure 
7. Results are taken from several levels of the continued fraction and compared with 
Gaussian elimination. Note that at least five recursion steps are needed to remove 
chaotic peaks in the vicinity of the atomic d-resonance. 

At the d-band edges, scattering paths with many returns to the central atom Qmin- 
ate. Such MS must be highly sensitive to the radial distribution of neighbours. For each 
local 17-atom cluster, we have obtained the energies where the d-mos passes through 
15 states Ryd-' (level of the lower point of inflexion in the density of d-states per atom). 
As shown in figure 8, there is obvious correlation with the average distance, <6), of the 
lirst six neighbours. Six neighbours form roughly the core side of the FPCS. Our concept 
of dominant pair processes at the d-band edges is supported by the fact that the points 
infigure8arearrangedalongcurvesarg Tz = constant (see figure I@)). Theupperedge 
is more sensitive to q6) than the lower one. Note the enhanced 5uctuation of the upper 
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4 . 8 1 , * : 3 .  ~ ~ ~ ., . 4 Figure9.Energypositionsoftheupper(top)andthe 
lower (bottom) 15-states Ryd-' levels of ICOCL with 

4 4  up to 59 neighbours considered. The upper d-band 
2 12 20 30 40 50 60 edge depends only on the short-range order. The 

lower edge is influenced by long-range MS. neighbwrs included 

edge, which indicates that besides <6), other structure properties may also act in a 
systematic manner. The bond angles between the fist six neighbours can be excluded 
in this respect, because representations like figure 8 with F(6) replaced by P , ( 6 )  (18) 
with 1 = 1,. . . , 5, 7, . . . , 10 do not show the given positions of the upper edge well 
distributed along lines. 

Differences in the density of states per atom of liquid and amorphous transition 
metals which are due to different shapes of the core side of the FPCS are thus to be found 
above the Fermi level (see figure 3). They should be obtained by inverse photoemission 
rather than by photoemission. 

These conclusions are drawn from a small-cluster study (17-atom clusters). In order 
to prove the reliability we have obtained the d-band edges for the ICOCL including up to 
59 neighbours with all possible channel-to-channel links. This goes beyond the SPCS (see 
figure l (a ) ) .  Asshowninfigure9, theupperedgestaysalmost unmovedaftercompleting 
theFPCs;itisonlysensitivetotheshort-rangeorder. Theloweredge,however,continues 
moving downwards where the bondingpeak decreasesin favour of the antibondingpeak 
(cf figure 6). No trend for saturation is seen in this process. 

7. Conclusions 

Within a muffin-tin model for a dense-packed metallic material, the LDOS of an atomic 
sphere is derived from the bare-atomic sphere mos and complex amplitudes of the L- 
diagonal back-scattering of spherical waves by the environment. This representation 
provides direct access to the interplay between the mos and the real-space structure. We 
show that integral transfonnsof both the pair correlation function and the distribution of 
bond angles to nearest neighbours are the most simple structure properties that enter the 
electronic density of states per atom in the single and double scattering approximation, 
respectively. 

Pure amorphous Fe is used as a model of amorphous transition metals. We show that 
electronic MS in a pair of effective atoms has fundamental importance for valence 
electrons in such materials. The following conclusions can be drawn. 

(i)A trendtowardsadoublepeakofd-statesisset byseparateMswitheachneighbour 
on the core side of the FPCS upon d-resonance splitting. MS with the FPCS as a whole acts 
in the same way, at least for nearly tetrahedral or icosahedral coordination. MS with the 
more distant environment removes the bonding component of the resonance doublet 
where s-scattering plays an essential part in this process. 
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(U) The dominant structure property at the upper band edge is the radial distribution 
of the neighbours on the core side of the FPCS. For energies in the vicinity of the atomic 
d-resonance, however, the bond-angle distribution is very important. Medium- and 
long-range order forms the lowest part of the band. 

(iii) MS with neighbours in the SPCS indicates that the neighbours in the dip between 
the two subpeaks are in disadvantageous positions. Upon moving them towards one of 
the subpeaks, the electronic energy can be lowered and a frustrating equivalence of MS 
resonanceswith different axialsymmetries isremoved. Similarto theJahn-teller effect, 
this should be accomplished by a corresponding part of the effective interatomic force 
which pushes the atoms in the dip towards the subpeaks. 
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Appendix 

Basic solutions of the angular momentum L = (I, m): 
pL(r) = i 'q , (kr)f iYL(?) .  

Radial part Q),(z) outside the  s sphere: 

J ~ ~ ( z )  = il(z) cos(6,1) - nr(z) sin(6,O = ev(-i6,i)(j,(z) + ikf,,hj')(z)) 

~ : ( z )  = exp(iaS,)hY)(z). 

( j x z ) ,  n,(z) and hj ' ) ( z )  = i-' exp(iz)/iz are spherical Bessel functions of the first, the 
second and the third kind, respectively.) 

Spherical harmonics: 
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